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Note: Italicized and bold page numbers refer to figures and tables, respectively.

a
accidental leakage 500
aerated concrete

blocks 12, 153, 153, 154, 156, 156, 211,
216, 404

concrete masonry 155, 155
concrete wall 13, 157, 157, 158,

158, 159, 159, 160, 161, 161, 162,
162

air
attic floors insulated 335
roof pitches insulated 335–337

air barriers 265, 284, 393–394, 490
and air retarders 39–40

air leakage 67, 68, 149, 234, 240, 342,
349, 382, 384, 460, 461, 478, 489,
490, 533

air permeance 39, 68, 168, 190
of cellular sheet-metal outer wall

systems 258, 258
of covers, underlays, insulations and

inside linings 335, 336
of insulated attic pitches as measured

on site 337, 340
of insulated roof pitches, no underlay,

laboratory measurements 337,
338–339

of veneer walls and inside leaf’s 214,
215–216

airtightness
carpentry 523
cavity walls 214
concrete panels 252
double-skin façades 472
floors 115–116
glazing 428
grade parts and spaces 67–69
heavyweight masonry 149
inside insulation 168
interior finishes

of ceilings 520
on floors 516
on walls 513

lightweight masonry 154
low-slope roofs 283–285
outer walls 140–141

with transparent insulation
265–267

outside insulation 190
partition walls 401
party walls 398
roofs 146
shafts

for elevators 412
for pipes and ducts 414

sheet-metal-covered roofs
383–385

sheet-metal options 258

Performance-Based Building Design: From Below Grade to Floors, Walls, Roofs, Windows and Finishes,
Second Edition. Hugo Hens.
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airtightness (contd.)
timber frame construction 488–491
windows and outer doors 452

aluminium 263, 307, 380, 380, 386–387,
447, 449, 450, 455, 456, 463, 464,
466, 502

aluminium frames
anodized 461
with thermal breaks 459, 463

apartment building 58, 86, 245
cavity walls of 244, 244
two thermal bridges 246

APP polymer see ataxic polypropylene
(APP) polymer

architectural heritage buildings 186, 186
ataxic polypropylene (APP) polymer 36,

36
attic floors insulated 335, 340–342

b
balconies 403, 407

as cantilevered slab 405
design and construction

fences and handrails 410
flooring 410
rain proofing and drainage 409–410
thermal breaks minimizing thermal

bridging 409
durability 408
fences 410
fire safety 408
function 404
methodology 404–405
moisture tolerance 408
protruding 407
structural integrity 405–406
thermal bridging 406–408, 406
user safety 408–409

ballast
heavy 276, 278, 286
vented tiles as 318

basement walls 73, 76, 77, 90
loads on 66, 67
thermal admittance and time shift

of 83

Berliner wall 52
buttressing using 52

bitumen 32–33, 278–280, 369, 388
build-up bitumen membranes 279
and polymer bitumen membranes 36

combinations with the substrate
276–278

execution 275–276
number of layers 275

SBS bitumen membrane 99
bituminous membranes 33–36, 34–35,

402
brass 377–378
brick

concrete and brick outer wall 174
lightweight brick masonry 11
one-brick masonry wall 150, 168, 171,

172, 177, 177, 179
and stainless-steel chimney 418

brick masonry, lightweight 11, 11
application 12
properties 11

brick slips 206
brick veneers

calculated temperatures 238
neither painted nor glazed 233–234
painted or glazed 234–236

building physics-related 57, 135, 527
building-ups 274, 307, 308, 309, 318, 409
build-up bitumen membranes 279, 279
build-up polymer membranes 278, 280
Burj Khalifa building 107, 107

c
capillary water absorption coefficient

158, 159, 193, 194, 195, 255
capillary water in the ground 85
carpentry 2, 367, 522

air-tightness 523
building physics: acoustics 524
design and execution 524
fire safety 524, 525
structural integrity 523
thermal transmittance 524

cavity run-off 228, 229
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cavity trays 121, 126, 240, 242, 242
cavity walls 211

airtightness 214
of apartment building 244, 244
building physics: acoustics 237
deficiencies causing discontentment

530–531
design and execution 240

airtightness 240–242
correctly mounted cavity trays 242,

242
excluding air looping and wind

washing 242
discontentment with the consequences

531–534
durability 238–239
filled versus non-filled 529
fire safety 239
history 211–212
insulating 212
maintenance 239
moisture tolerance

construction moisture 227–228
interstitial condensation 233–236
mould and surface condensation

233
wind-driven rain 228–233

post-filling existing cavity walls
243–246

probabilities 531, 532, 534
mould 534–536
rain penetration 536

risk evaluation 539
structural integrity 212–213
tested 224
thermal bridging 236–237
thermal transmittance 214–227
transient response 227
upgrades 539–540

ceilings, interior finishes of
air-tightness 520
alternatives 519
building physics: acoustics 521
design and execution 522
fire safety 521

moisture tolerance 521
structural integrity 520
thermal transmittance 520
transient response 520

cellular glass 19, 19, 57, 191
application 20
properties 20

cellular sheet-metal outer wall systems,
air permeance of 258, 258

cellulose 15, 15
application 17
properties 16

ceramic tiles 321–322, 322, 347, 355
clipping 322
insulated pitch, measured moisture

content in 348
unglazed 367

chimneys 414
brick and a stainless-steel chimney

419
for central heating boiler 419
design and construction 417
dimensioning 414–417
heat balance 415
for stoves 417

circles method 74
crawlspaces 78–79, 78
floor on grade 74–76
heated basements 76–77, 77
unheated basements 79–80, 81

clearing the building site 51
clear wall thermal transmittance 117,

117, 149, 154, 157, 158, 159, 168,
191, 191, 214, 218, 227, 230, 473

CLT see cross-laminated elements (CLT)
compact low-slope roofs 280, 281

acoustics 302
air-tightness 283–285
fire safety 302–304
hygrothermal loading 291–294
maintenance 304
moisture tolerance 295–301
roof deck as classification variable

280–283
structural integrity 283
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compact low-slope roofs (contd.)
thermal bridging 302
thermal transmittance 285–289
transient response 289–291

compartmentalization of the cavity 213,
213

concrete
and brick outer wall 174
and glazed lift shaft 412
lightweight 12, 12

application 13
properties 12–13

and steel skeleton 105, 105
waterproof concrete 99

concrete blocks, aerated 12, 153, 153,
154, 156, 156, 211, 216, 404

concrete decks and prefabricated
structural floor units 133–135

spans 132–134
concrete masonry, aerated 155, 155
concrete panels

airtightness 252
building physics: acoustics 256
common assemblies 251
design and execution 257
durability 256
fire safety 257
maintenance 257
moisture tolerance

interstitial condensation 255
mould and surface condensation

255
wind-driven rain 255

structural integrity 251–252
thermal bridging 256
thermal transmittance 252–254
transient response 255

concrete tiles 324
concrete wall 159, 160

aerated 13, 157, 157, 158, 158, 159,
159, 160, 161, 161, 162, 162

air permeance of 168
with one glass TIM panels 270, 271

cone-sounding test 52
construction moisture

cavity walls 227–228
floors 119–121
heavyweight masonry 151
lightweight masonry 157–158
low-slope roofs 295–298, 296
outer walls with transparent insulation

142, 269–270
pitched roofs 349
timber frame construction 495–496

control volume method (CVM) 455
copper 377–378, 379
cork 14, 14

application 15
insulation 14
properties 14–15

corner room 156, 156
corrugated roof sheets 326, 327
crack formation 144, 163, 532, 538
crawlspaces 67, 68, 69, 78–79, 78, 84,

90–91, 94
floors above 72–73, 78
warm crawlspace 80, 82

cross-laminated elements (CLT) 505
curtain walls 469–471, 470, 480
CVM see control volume method

(CVM)

d
damaged timber stud due to rain seepage

497
deep foundations 55, 56

piles 60–62, 61
wells 59–60

deep walls 52, 54, 62
nailed with grout anchors 53

deformable reinforced concrete footings
58, 58

design errors and workmanship
inaccuracies

examples 530, 531
probability of 532

dew-point ratio 479
differential settling 40, 53, 57, 57, 59–60,

62
door and window fittings 451
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dormer window 347, 368, 371, 371, 460,
460

double glazing 267, 426, 427, 431–432,
432, 441, 442, 443, 443, 445, 445,
445, 458, 478

heat transfer 431
low-e double glazing 433, 433, 433,

434, 434, 435, 474, 475, 475
reflective 439

double-skin façades 477
airtightness 472
building physics: acoustics 478–479
energy efficiency at building level 480
fire safety 479–480
moisture tolerance 476–478
with solar shading closed 475
sound transmission loss 480
thermal transmittance 473–474
transient response 474–476
typology 472, 473

downpipes 304, 306, 306
drainage 85, 95–97, 96

paved terrace with a drainage layer
below 411

well point 53, 53
draught 533
dual frame and twofold windows 463,

463
dust mites 123
dynamic horizontal loads 104, 112

e
earthquakes 104
eccentric loaded footings 62, 62
edge spacers 433, 444, 447, 447, 463, 463,

478
impact of 436–437
linear thermal transmittance 457

EIFS systems see exterior insulation and
finish system (EIFS) systems

elastomeric sealants 45, 46, 46
electro-chromic glazing 439, 447
elevators, shafts for 411

building physics
acoustics 412

air tightness 412
design and construction 412–413
fire safety 412
structural integrity 411

engineered timber studs 492
EN ISO 13370 method 70, 78, 82

crawlspaces, floors above 72–73
grade, floors on 70–72, 71, 72
heated basements and spaces partly

below grade 74
unheated basements, floors above

73–74
EPS see expanded polystyrene (EPS)
equilibrium load-bearing capacity

54–56, 55, 55, 57
excavations 52–54, 56
expanded polystyrene (EPS) 21, 21

application 22
properties 21–22

expansion joint 239, 291, 307, 309, 398,
410

exterior insulation and finish system
(EIFS) systems 188, 189, 189,
190, 190, 192, 193–195, 193, 197,
197, 199–200, 201, 202, 205–208,
206, 207

extruded polystyrene (XPS) 22, 23, 57,
87, 88

properties 23–24
usage 24

f
façades

double-skin 477
airtightness 472
building physics: acoustics 478–479
energy efficiency at building level

480
fire safety 479–480
moisture tolerance 476–478
with solar shading closed 475
sound transmission loss 480
thermal transmittance 473–474
transient response 474–476
typology 472, 473
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façades (contd.)
hung glass 471–472, 471
photovoltaic (PV) 480–481, 481
single-skin

curtain walls 469–471, 470
structural glazing and hung glass

façades 471–472, 471, 472
window fronts 469

FCC see fibre cement underlay (FCC)
fibre cement underlay (FCC) 355–356,

366
filled cavity walls 227, 230, 233

temperature damping, dynamic
thermal resistance, admittance
228

veneer 239, 239
fire safety

balconies 408
carpentry 524
cavity walls 239
concrete panels 257
double-skin façades 479–480
floors 128–129
glazing 445–446
grade parts and spaces 93–94
heavyweight masonry 153
inside insulation 185
interior finishes of ceilings 521
interior finishes on walls 514
lightweight masonry 163
load-bearing structures 105–106
low-slope roofs 302–304
outer walls 145
outside insulation 202
partition walls 403
party walls 400
pitched roofs 367
roofs 148
shafts for elevators 412
shafts for pipes and ducts 414
sheet-metal options 263
stairs 421–422
timber frame construction 502
windows and outer doors 465

floor insulation 24, 76, 91, 133, 368

floor leakage 67, 68
floor on grade 60, 71, 71, 74–76

and ground floor assemblies 82, 82
typical 82, 82

floors 113
acoustics

airborne noise 126
impact noise 126–127

airtightness 115–116
assemblies 113, 114
classification 130
concrete decks and prefabricated

structural floor units
spans 132

durability 127–128
fire safety 128–129
interior finishes on

air-tightness 516
building physics: acoustics 518
choices 515–516
design and execution 518
moisture tolerance 517–518
structural integrity 516
thermal transmittance 517
transient response 517

moisture tolerance
construction moisture 119–121
dust mites 123
interstitial condensation 123–125
mould 122, 123
rising damp 121
sources 119
surface condensation 123
wind-driven rain 121–122

steel floors
spans 135–136

structural integrity 113–115
thermal bridging 125–126
thermal transmittance 116–119
timber floors 116

spans 130–131
transient response 119

floor slab with drawn-in pipes 515, 515
folding shutter 466–467, 467, 467
footings 58–59
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eccentric loaded 62
under wide openings 62, 63

foundations 54
below existing party walls

with footings 62–63, 63
with pressed piles 63–64
with wells 63

deep foundations
piles 60–62, 61
wells 59–60

durability 58
eccentric loaded footings 62, 62
footings under wide openings 62, 63
physics-related, building 57
spread foundations

footings 58–59
foundation slabs 59, 59
soil consolidation 59

structural integrity
equilibrium load-bearing capacity

54–56
settling load-bearing capacity

56–57
free-spanning stair 421

g
gas-filled, low-e double glazing 434–435,

434, 435
glass and mineral fibre 17, 17, 18

application 19
properties 17–18

glass façades 469
double-skin

airtightness 472
building physics: acoustics 478–479
energy efficiency at building level

480
fire safety 479–480
moisture tolerance 476–478
thermal transmittance 473–474
transient response 474–476
typology 472

photovoltaic (PV) façades 480–481
single-skin

curtain walls 469–471, 470

structural glazing and hung glass
façades 471–472

window fronts 469
glazed partitions 401, 402
glazing

airtightness 428
building physics

acoustics 441–443
daylight 443–444

and building sealants 43
burglar safety 447
developments 426
durability 444–445
electro-chromic 439
fire safety 445–446
functions 425
hung 472
moisture tolerance 439

interstitial condensation 441
surface condensation 439–440

reflective 438, 438
solar transmittance 437–439, 438
structural 471–472, 471
structural safety 426–428
technology 447–448
thermal bridging 441
thermal transmittance

double glazing 431–432, 431, 432,
442, 443, 443, 445, 445

edge spacers 436–437
gas-filled, low-e double glazing

434–435, 434, 435
low-e double glazing 433–434, 433,

433
multi-pane glazing 432–433, 433
single glazing 428–431, 429, 430
still better insulating 435–436

grade, floors on 70–72, 71, 72, 74–76, 82,
82

grade parts and spaces 65
air tightness 67–69
building physics: acoustics 92
design and construction 94–99
durability 92
fire safety 93–94
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grade parts and spaces (contd.)
moisture tolerance

capillary water in the ground 85
groundwater 84
interstitial condensation 86–89
leakages due to the façades above

85–86
mould and surface condensation 86
seeping rain 85, 85
sources 84
vapour infiltrating from crawlspace

into the spaces above 90–91
protective measures

different classes 95
drainage 95–97, 96
waterproof concrete 99
watertight encasement inside

97–98, 98
watertight encasement outside

98–99, 99
radon 94
structural integrity 65

stability 65
strength and stiffness 66

thermal bridging 91–92
thermal transmittance

circles method 74–80
EN ISO 13370 method 70–74
problem 69
typical floor on grade and ground

floor assemblies 82, 82
Ured-values recommended 82

transient response 82–84
green roofs 275, 308–310, 310, 318, 318
Grenfell tower 202, 203
groundwater 53, 56, 57, 84

h
heated basements 69, 70, 76–77

isoflux lines 77
and spaces partly below grade 74

heat storage materials 1, 31–32
heavyweight assembly variants 289
heavyweight deck 281, 281, 286, 292, 317

insulation thicknesses 286

temperatures in all layers in a
temperate climate 292

heavyweight low-slope roof 285, 288,
295, 298

heavyweight masonry
air-tightness 149
building physics: acoustics 152
construction moisture 151
durability 153
fire safety 153
history 149
moisture tolerance 151
rising damp 151, 151

interstitial condensation 152
mould 151–152
surface condensation 152
wind-driven rain 151

structural integrity 149
thermal bridging 152
thermal transmittance 149
transient response 150

hot box/cold box test 176, 197, 211, 234,
234, 299, 299, 342, 343, 345, 356,
386

hung glass façades 471–472, 471
hung glazing 472, 472

i
ICC see indoor climate class (ICC)
indoor climate class (ICC) 89, 160, 180,

351, 369, 369, 394
inhabited basement 88, 89, 92
installation shaft 413, 413, 414
insulated pitches 337, 346, 347, 348, 364,

366
airflow patterns 341
air permeance 363
cover temperatures 367
measured moisture content in the

ceramic tiles 348
self-bearing insulation boards on the

ribs 372
transient properties 347

insulated roof-decking composites 369
insulating building materials 9, 10
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characterization 10
lightweight brick masonry 11–12, 11
lightweight concrete, aerated concrete

12–13, 12
insulation, inside

airtightness 168
building physics: acoustics 183
common assemblies 167
design and execution 186–187
durability 183–185
fire safety 185
moisture tolerance

interstitial condensation 178–182
sources 173
wind-driven rain 173–178

overall evaluation 186
structural integrity 167
thermal bridging 182–183
thermal transmittance 168–171
transient response 172

insulation, outside
acoustics 199
airtightness 190
common assemblies 187–188
design and execution

EIFS systems 189, 189, 190, 193,
197, 201, 202, 205–208, 206, 207

stud systems 204
durability 200–201
fire safety 202
maintenance 203
moisture tolerance

interstitial condensation 195–197
sources 192
wind-driven rain 193–195

overall evaluation 203–204
structural integrity 189
thermal bridging 197–199
thermal transmittance 191
transient response 192

insulation materials
cellular glass 19–20, 19
cellulose 15–17, 15
characterization 13–14
cork 14–15, 14

expanded polystyrene (EPS) 21–22, 21
extruded polystyrene (XPS) 22–24, 23
glass and mineral fibre 17–19, 17, 18
polyurethane and polyisocyanurate

foam (PUR and PIR) 24–26, 25,
26

pressed perlite (PPB) 26–28, 27
radiant barriers 28, 28
transparent insulation (TIM) 28–29,

29
vacuum insulation (VIP) 29–30, 30

interior finishes 511
building services 511–512
carpentry 522–524
of ceilings 519–522
on floors 515–518
on walls 512–514

interstitial condensation
cavity walls 233–236
concrete panels 255
floors 123–125
glazing 441
grade parts and spaces 86–89
heavyweight masonry 152
insulation, inside 178–182
insulation, outside 195–197
lightweight masonry 159–160
low-slope roofs 299–301
outer walls 142
outer walls with transparent insulation

270
pitched roofs 349–352
sheet-metal-covered roofs 382–385
sheet-metal options 260–261
timber frame construction 498–500
windows and outer doors 463

j
John Hancock building 107, 107
joints 40–41
joint sealants

execution 45–46
performance checks

building physics related 41–42
mechanical 41
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joint sealants (contd.)
sealant choice 42
sealant classification 42
structural aspects 42–45, 45

joint solutions and finishing options 41,
41

k
Knudsen diffusion 37

l
lead 377, 378
leakages

accidental 500
air 67, 68, 149, 234, 240, 342, 349, 382,

384, 460, 461, 478, 489, 490, 533
due to the façades above 85–86
floor 67
rain 139, 147, 211, 269, 295, 460

leaking joint 99, 100
level 1 performance requirements 4, 6
level 2 performance requirements 5, 6
lightweight brick masonry 11, 11

application 12
properties 11

lightweight concrete, aerated concrete
12, 12

application 13
properties 12–13

lightweight deck 282, 312
insulation thicknesses 288
transient response 290

lightweight handrails 410, 411
lightweight high speed brick walls 161,

161
lightweight inside leaf 216, 218
lightweight low-slope compact roofs

288
lightweight masonry

air-tightness 154
building physics: acoustics 161
design and construction 163–164
durability 162–163
fire safety 163
maintenance 163

moisture tolerance
construction moisture 157–158
interstitial condensation 159–160
mould and surface condensation

159
rising damp 158
thermal bridging 160–161
wind driven rain 158–159

structural integrity 154
thermal transmittance 154–155
transient response 155–156
types 153

lintels 150, 213
insulated at the inside 538
insulating 241, 241
manufactured 539, 540

load-bearing capacity 51, 57, 57, 58, 58
equilibrium 54–56, 55, 55
settling 56–57

load-bearing partitions 121, 130, 173,
329, 398, 401, 401

load-bearing party walls 397
load-bearing structures 103

dynamic horizontal loads 112
horizontal loads

in massive construction 107–110
in skeleton construction 110–111

options 103
performance checks

fire safety 105–106
structural integrity 103–105

vertical loads 106–107
load-bearing system 6
loads and sealant choice per load 44
local leaks 140, 140
low-e double glazing 426, 433–434, 433,

433, 475
gas-filled 434–435, 434, 434, 435
properties 475

low-rise buildings 94, 110, 304, 405
low-slope roof coverings

bitumen and polymer bitumen
membranes

combinations with the substrate
276–278
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execution 275–276
number of layers 275

polymer membranes 278, 278
problems with membranes

bitumen 278–280
polymers 280

low-slope roofs 19, 148, 273
acoustics 302
air-tightness 283–285
assemblies 304–305
bitumen and polymer bitumen

membranes 275–278
combinations with the substrate

276–278
execution 275–276
number of layers 275

building-ups 307, 309
fire safety 302–304
heavy and lightweight low-slope

compact roofs 288
heavyweight assembly variants 289
heavyweight deck 286, 292
heavyweight low-slope roof 298
history 273–274
hygrothermal loading 291–294
lightweight deck 288, 290
maintenance 304
mediumweight deck 290
moisture tolerance

construction moisture 295–298, 296
interstitial condensation 299–301
precipitation 295
sources 295

pitched versus 140
polymer membranes 278
problems with membranes

bitumen 278–280
polymers 280

protected membrane roofs
design and construction 317–318
performance checks 311–317

roof deck as classification variable
280–283

roof edges 307, 307
settling and expansion joints 307, 309

sewers and downpipes 306, 306
sloping screed 305
special uses

green roofs 308–310, 310
parking decks 310
terraces 310–311, 310

structural integrity 283
temperate climates 303–304
thermal bridging 302
thermal transmittance 285–289
transient response 289–291
wind suction on 283, 284, 285

m
masonry

cavity wall 514
heavyweight

air-tightness 149
building physics: acoustics 152
construction moisture 151
durability 153
fire safety 153
history 149
moisture tolerance 151
rising damp 151–152, 151
structural integrity 149
thermal bridging 152
thermal transmittance 149
transient response 150

lightweight
air-tightness 154
building physics: acoustics 161
design and construction 163–164
durability 162–163
fire safety 163
maintenance 163
moisture tolerance 157–161
structural integrity 154
thermal transmittance 154–155
transient response 155–156
types 153

massive construction 103
horizontal loads in 107–110

massive outer walls 167
inside insulation 167–187
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massive outer walls (contd.)
outside insulation 187–208
see also masonry

massive walls 171, 181, 200, 204, 205,
205

materials for hygrothermal performance
9

air barriers and air retarders 39–40
heat storage materials 31–32
joints 40–41
joint sealants

execution 45–46
performance checks 41–42
sealant choice 42
sealant classification 42
structural aspects 42–45, 45

joint solutions and finishing options
41, 41

thermal insulation, materials for
cellular glass 19–20, 19
cellulose 15–17, 15
cork 14–15, 14
expanded polystyrene (EPS)

21–22, 21
extruded polystyrene (XPS)

22–24, 23
glass and mineral fibre 17–19,

17, 18
lightweight brick masonry

11–12, 11
lightweight concrete, aerated

concrete 12–13, 12
low apparent thermal conductivity

9
polyurethane and polyisocyanurate

foam (PUR and PIR) 24–26,
25, 26

pressed perlite (PPB) 26–28, 27
properties 10
radiant barriers 28, 28
transparent insulation (TIM)

28–29, 29
vacuum insulation (VIP) 29–30, 30

vapour barriers and vapour retarders
37–38

waterproof layers 32
basic property 32
bituminous membranes 33–36,

34–35
polymer-bitumen membranes 36
polymer membranes 36–37
short history 32–33

mediumweight deck 280, 281, 282,
290

metals 377
cellular sheet-metal outer wall systems,

air permeance of 258, 258
outer sheet-metal finish, gutter under

262
sheet-metal elements 257, 258
sheet-metal roof typology 380–381
see also sheet-metal-covered roofs;

sheet-metal options
metal tiles 327, 328
moisture tolerance

balconies 408
cavity walls 227–236
concrete panels 255
double-skin façades 476–478
floors 119–125
glass façades 476–478
glazing 439–441
grade parts and spaces 84–91
heavyweight masonry 151
inside insulation 173–182
interior finishes of ceilings 521
interior finishes on floors 517–518
interior finishes on walls 513
lightweight masonry 157–161
low-slope roofs 295–301
outer walls 142–143
outer walls with transparent insulation

269–270
outside insulation 192–197
partition walls 402
party walls 399
pitched roofs 347–364
roofs 147
sheet-metal-covered roofs 381–390
sheet-metal options 260–261
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timber frame construction 495–500
windows and outer doors 460–463

mould 147
cavity walls 233, 534–536
concrete panels 255
floors 122
grade parts and spaces 86
heavyweight masonry 151–152
lightweight masonry 159
on a lintel caused by a ventilation pipe

317
outer walls 143
and rain penetration 532
risk analysis 534–536
timber frame construction 498

mouldy doors 86, 88
multi-pane glazing 426, 432–433, 433

n
natatoriums 157, 234, 235, 393, 521, 521,

528
negative consequences 527–528, 534

weighting 533
non-cohesive soils 52
non-load-bearing panels 252, 253

o
obliqueness 104, 105
ODP see ozone depleting potential

(ODP)
office at floor 32 476, 477
office building 251, 255, 260, 401, 403,

475, 477, 511
one brick and half masonry wall 149,

150
one-brick masonry wall 150, 168, 171,

172, 177, 177, 179
outer sheet-metal finish, gutter under

262
outer walls

air-tightness 140–141
building physics: acoustics 143–144
durability 144
fire safety 145, 145
maintenance and economics 145

massive 149
heavyweight masonry 149–153
lightweight masonry 153–164

moisture tolerance
interstitial condensation 142, 143
mould 143
rising damp 142
surface condensation 143
wind-driven rain 143

structural integrity 139–140
thermal bridging 143
thermal transmittance 141
thermal transmittances 141, 141
transient response 142

outer walls with transparent insulation
265

airtightness 265–267
application 271
assemblies 265
durability 271
moisture tolerance

construction moisture 269–270
interstitial condensation 270
which sources 269

structural integrity 265
thermal transmittance 267–268
transient response 268–269

overhangs 230, 307, 308, 497
ozone depleting potential (ODP) 24

p
parking decks 310
partial bond 275, 276, 276
partition walls

acoustics 403
air tightness 401
design and construction 404
durability 403
fire safety 403
moisture tolerance 402
structural integrity 401
thermal bridging 402–403
thermal transmittance 401
transient response 402
types 400–401
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party walls 183, 199, 397
acoustics 400
air tightness 398
design and construction 400
fire safety 400
moisture tolerance 399
structural integrity 397–398
thermal bridging 399–400
thermal transmittance 399
with tieless cavity 398
transient response 399
with wood wool cement board 502

paved terrace with drainage layer below
411

PCMs see Phase Change Materials (PCMs)
performance, defined 3
performance-based requirements

advantages 3–4
definitions 3
impact 6–7
integrating the approach 6
process 4

perimeter beam above thermal break
91–92, 93

Phase Change Materials (PCMs) 31–32,
493

photovoltaic (PV) façades 480–481, 481
pile foundations 60–62, 61
piles as soil anchor 65, 66
pipes and ducts, shafts for 413

building physics
acoustics 414
air tightness 414

design and construction 414
fire safety 414
structural integrity 413

PIR see polyisocyanurate foam (PIR)
pitched roof coverings

ceramic tiles 321–322, 322
concrete tiles 324
corrugated roof sheets 326
metal tiles 327
quarry and fibre-cement slates 324
shingles 326
timber slates and plain tiles 326

pitched roofs 321
air

attic floors insulated 335
roof pitches insulated 335–337

assemblies 331–332, 331, 332
building physics: acoustics 365–366
durability 367
fire safety 367
history 334–335
insulation between concrete rafters

346
maintenance 368
moisture tolerance

construction moisture 349
interstitial condensation 349–352
rain 347–348
sources 347

roof assemblies
attic unused or used as storage space

368
attic used as living space 368–370

roof details 371–373
structural integrity 333–334
thermal bridging 364–365
thermal transmittance

attics floor insulated 340–342
clarification 339
roof pitches insulated 342–346

transient response 346–347
pitched roofs typology

according to the coverings 331
according to the form

composite forms 328, 329
simple forms 328, 329

according to the supporting structure
328

purlins on trusses 329–330
rafters 330, 331

pitched versus low-slope roof 139, 140
plastic hinge formation 105, 106
PMV see predicted mean vote (PMV)
polyamide foil, diffusion thickness of 39
polyisocyanurate foam (PIR) 24, 25, 26

application 26
properties 25
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polymer-bitumen membranes 36
polymer membranes 36–37, 278, 278
polymers 280
polyurethane (PUR) 24, 25, 26, 450

application 26
properties 25

PPB see pressed perlite (PPB)
precipitation 147, 275, 295, 347, 460
predicted mean vote (PMV) 476, 478
prefabricated piles 61
pressed perlite (PPB) 26, 27

application 28
properties 26–27

probability of design errors and
workmanship inaccuracies 532

protected membrane roof 274, 274, 312,
313, 316, 317

design and construction
details 317–318
MW as insulation material 318
roofing membrane 317

performance checks
moisture tolerance 316–317
questions advanced 311
thermal transmittance 311–316

PUR see polyurethane (PUR)
purlins on trusses 329–330
PV façades see photovoltaic (PV) façades

q
quadruple glazing 434, 435
quarry and fibre-cement slates 324, 326

r
radiant barriers 28, 28
radon 68, 94
rafters 330, 331
rain

leakage 139, 147, 211, 269, 295, 460
in the basement 94, 94

penetration 532, 533, 536, 539, 540
across an initially dry veneer 229,

229
giving a wet inside leaf along a

window bay 537

seeping 84, 85, 85, 97, 311, 408
wind-driven

cavity walls 228–233
concrete panels 255
floors 121–122
heavyweight masonry 151
insulation, inside 173–178
insulation, outside 193–195
outer walls 143
sheet-metal options 260
timber frame construction 496–498

Redtenbacher’s equation 417, 418
reflective glazing 438, 438
reinforced glass 446, 446
relative humidity (RH) 57, 86, 87
retrofitted roof 351, 352
RH see relative humidity (RH)
rising damp

floors 121
heavyweight masonry 151–152, 151
lightweight masonry 158
outer walls 142
timber frame construction 496

risk, defined 527
risk analysis 186, 527

cavity walls
deficiencies causing discontentment

530–531
discontentment with the

consequences 531–534
filled versus non-filled 529
mould 534–536
probability 531
rain penetration 536
risk evaluation 539
upgrades 539–540

definitions 527–528
identification and probability of likely

and possible deficiencies 528
proposals limiting the risks 529
seriousness of discontentment 528
steps to take 528

roller shutter 466–467, 467, 467
Roman tiles 322
roof cover 147, 147, 332, 349, 349, 365
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roof cover (contd.)
with critical rain tightness 147
low-slope see low-slope roof coverings
measured equivalent diffusion

thickness 349
pitched see pitched roof coverings

roof edges 278, 283, 288, 307, 307, 521
finishing 278

roof pitches insulated 335–337, 342–346,
352

roofs
air tightness 146
building physics: acoustics 148
durability 148
fire safety 148
maintenance and economy 148
moisture tolerance 147
structural integrity 146
thermal bridging 147
thermal transmittance 146, 146
transient response 146
see also compact low-slope roofs; green

roofs; low-slope roofs; pitched roof
coverings; pitched roofs; protected
membrane roof;
sheet-metal-covered roofs

s
sandwich panels 10, 24, 172, 251, 252,

253, 254, 256, 386
SBS polymer see

Styrene/Butadiene/styrene (SBS)
polymer

screeds and cover 519
sealant

choice 42
classification 42
cracking 464, 465
elastomeric 45, 46, 46
glazing and building sealants 43
loads and sealant choice per load 44
see also elastomeric sealants; joint

sealants
seeping rain 84, 85, 85, 97, 311, 408
self-cleaning glass 426, 447

settling and expansion joints 307, 309
settling load-bearing capacity 54, 56–57
sewers 306, 306
shafts for elevators 411

building physics
acoustics 412
air tightness 412

design and construction 412–413
fire safety 412
structural integrity 411

shafts for pipes and ducts 413
building physics

acoustics 414
air tightness 414

design and construction 414
fire safety 414
structural integrity 413

sheet-metal-covered roofs 377
aluminium 380, 380
copper and brass 377–378, 379
design and construction 393–394
durability 392–393
lead 377, 378
moisture tolerance

first case from practice 386–387
history 381–382
interstitial condensation 382–385
second case from practice

387–388
test building results 388–390

sheet-metal roof typology 380–381,
380

thermal bridging 391
zinc 379, 379

sheet-metal elements 258, 258, 386
sheet-metal options

air tightness 258
building physics: acoustics 262
common assemblies 257
design and construction 263
durability 262–263
fire safety 263
maintenance 263
moisture tolerance

interstitial condensation 260–261
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surface condensation 260
wind-driven rain 260

structural integrity 257–258
thermal bridging 261–262
thermal transmittance 259
transient response 259–260

sheet-metal roof typology 380–381
shingles 326, 327
shrinkage joints 127, 519
single glazing 426, 426, 428–431, 429,

430, 431–432, 441, 466, 474, 475,
476, 477, 479

single-skin glass façades
curtain walls 469–471, 470
structural glazing and hung glass

façades 471–472, 471, 472
window fronts 469

skeleton construction, horizontal loads in
110–111

sketch designs 4, 8
softwood 498

mechanical properties of 489
mould risk under long-lasting relative

humidity 495
soil consolidation 59
soil freezing 57
soiling

excessive 185, 185
minimizing 257

solar radiation 437, 439, 458, 474, 476
solar shading 29, 458–459, 458, 459, 468,

472, 475, 476, 480, 492
sound insulation 115, 130, 161, 237, 256,

302, 337, 398, 403, 414, 464, 472,
478, 501, 502, 520, 523

southwest looking one-brick outer wall
183, 184

sprayed gypsum 332, 335, 512, 512
spread foundations

footings 58–59
foundation slabs 59, 59
soil consolidation 59

stairs
building physics: acoustics

420–421

design and construction 422
fire safety 421–422
free-spanning 421
structural integrity 420
types 419–420, 419
user safety 422

steel 103, 450
steel and concrete skeletons 105, 105
steel floors 135, 136

spans 135–136
steel framed walls 493
steel frames 466
stiffly coupled walls 109, 110
structural glazing 471–472, 471
structural integrity

balconies 405–406
carpentry 523
cavity walls 212–213
concrete panels 251–252
floors 113–115
foundations 54–57
grade parts and spaces 65–66
heavyweight masonry 149
inside insulation 167
interior finishes of ceilings 520
interior finishes on floors 516
interior finishes on walls 513
lightweight masonry 154
load-bearing structures 103–105
low-slope roofs 283
outer walls 139–140
outer walls with transparent insulation

265
outside insulation 189
partition walls 401
party walls 397–398
pitched roofs 333–334
roofs 146
shafts for elevators 411
shafts for pipes and ducts 413
sheet-metal options 257–258
stairs 420
timber frame construction 487–488

stuccoed ceiling in a historic building
519
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Styrene/Butadiene/styrene (SBS) polymer
36, 36, 97–98

surface condensation
cavity walls 233
concrete panels 255
floors 123
glazing 439–440
grade parts and spaces 86
heavyweight masonry 152
lightweight masonry 159
outer walls 143
sheet-metal options 260
timber frame construction 498
windows and outer doors 461–462

t
temperature damping 150, 155, 172, 192,

494
terraced house 78, 79, 80, 80, 81, 321,

536
terraces 283, 310–311, 310
thermal bridging 57, 91, 92, 93, 191, 192

balconies 406–408
cavity walls 236–237
concrete panels 256
floors 125–126
glazing 441
grade parts and spaces 91–92
heavyweight masonry 152
inside insulation 182–183
lightweight masonry 160–161
low-slope roofs 302
outer walls 143
outside insulation 197–199
partition walls 402–403
party walls 399–400
pitched roofs 364–365
roofs 147
sheet-metal-covered roofs 391
sheet-metal options 261–262
timber frame construction 501
windows and outer doors 463

thermal cut at grade 503, 503
thermal insulation materials

cellular glass 19–20, 19

cellulose 15–17, 15
characterization 13–14
cork 14–15, 14
expanded polystyrene (EPS) 21–22, 21
extruded polystyrene (XPS) 22–24, 23
glass and mineral fibre 17–19, 17, 18
insulating building materials 10

characterization 10
lightweight brick masonry 11–12,

11
lightweight concrete, aerated

concrete 12–13, 12
low apparent thermal conductivity 9
objective 9
polyurethane and polyisocyanurate

foam (PUR and PIR) 24–26, 25,
26

pressed perlite (PPB) 26–28, 27
properties

air 10
fire 10
mechanical 10
moisture 10
temperature, IR and UV 10

radiant barriers 28, 28
transparent insulation (TIM) 28–29,

29
vacuum insulation (VIP) 29–30, 30

thermal transmittance 453
carpentry 524
cavity walls 214–227
concrete panels 252–254
double-skin façades 473–474
floors 116–119
glazing 428–437
grade parts and spaces 69–82
heavyweight masonry 149
inside insulation 168–171
interior finishes of ceilings 520
interior finishes on floors 517
lightweight masonry 154–155
low-slope roofs 285–289
outer walls 141
outer walls with transparent insulation

267–268
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outside insulation 191
partition walls 401
party walls 399
pitched roofs 339–346
protected membrane roofs 311–316
roofs 146
sheet-metal options 259
timber frame construction 491–492
windows and outer doors 452–457

tight stainless-steel cladding 195, 196
TIM see transparent insulation materials

(TIM)
timber 106

ceiling 341, 342
clapboarding 502
floors 116, 132

spans 130–132
and metal windows 453, 454

timber frame construction 485, 486
airtightness 488–491
building physics: acoustics 501
construction, assemblies 485–486
design and construction

air and vapour retarder 504
buildingwrap covering the sheathing

504–505
frame 503–504
thermal insulation 504
variants 505

durability 501–502
fire safety 502
foundation walls, anchoring in 487
history 485
hot box test 491
maintenance 502
moisture tolerance 495

accidental leakage 500
construction moisture 495–496
interstitial condensation 498–500
mould and surface condensation

498
rising damp 496
wind-driven rain 496–498

outside wall, insulation thickness 492
prefabrication 486

structural integrity 487–488
sustainability 503
thermal bridging 501
thermal transmittance 491–492
traditional detailing 504
transient response 492–493

timber framed wall as a series/parallel
circuit 491

timber frame low-energy homes 494
timber frame outer wall 498, 499, 499

with brick veneer 497
timber frame outside wall 531
timber frame party wall 501
timber frame walls, drying of 496
timber slates and plain tiles 326
timber window 448, 451, 453
top floor 113, 515–518, 515, 517, 520
transparent insulation materials (TIM)

28, 29, 265, 266, 267
application 29
properties 29

trickle vents 68, 91, 468–469, 468,
478–479

two-ply coverage 275, 275

u
UF see ureumformaldehyde foam (UF)
unheated basements 79–80, 81, 84

floors above 73–74
ureumformaldehyde foam (UF) 243,

243, 244

v
vacuum glass 435, 436
vacuum insulation (VIP) 29, 30

application 30
properties 30

valley gutter 328, 329, 368, 371, 393, 394
vapour barriers 37–38
vapour infiltrating from crawlspace into

the spaces above 90–91
vapour retarder 37–40, 89, 90, 176, 177,

179, 181–182, 181, 270, 273, 282,
361, 370

veneer wet 231, 532
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vented tiles as ballast 318
ventilated low-sloped roofs 274
Vierendeel girder 111, 111, 134, 134
vinyl 449–450, 450, 461, 464, 466, 502
VIP see vacuum insulation (VIP)

w
walls

aerated concrete wall 13, 157, 157,
158, 158, 159, 159, 160, 161, 161,
162, 162

basement walls 73, 76, 77, 90
loads on 66, 67
thermal admittance and time shift of

83
clear wall thermal transmittance 117,

117, 149, 154, 157, 158, 159, 168,
191, 191, 214, 218, 227, 230, 473

concrete and brick outer wall 174
concrete wall 159, 160

aerated 161, 161, 162
air permeance of 168
with one glass TIM panels 270, 271

curtain walls 469–471, 470, 480
deep walls 52, 54, 62

nailed with grout anchors 53
filled cavity walls 227, 230, 233

temperature damping, dynamic
thermal resistance, admittance
228

veneer 239, 239
interior finishes on

air-tightness 513
building physics: acoustics 513–514
choices 512
fire safety 514
gypsum board 514
moisture tolerance 513
structural integrity 513
wet plasters 514

lightweight high speed brick walls
161, 161

load-bearing party walls 397
massive outer walls 167

inside insulation 167–187

outside insulation 187–208
massive walls 171, 181, 200, 204, 205,

205
one-brick masonry wall 150, 168, 171,

172, 177, 177, 179
steel framed walls 493
stiffly coupled walls 109, 110
timber frame outer wall 498, 499, 499

with brick veneer 497
timber frame outside wall 531
timber frame party wall 501
timber frame walls, drying of 496
wet one-brick masonry wall 178
whole-wall thermal transmittance

170, 494
see also cavity walls; outer walls;

partition walls; party walls
warm crawlspace 79, 80, 82, 91
waterproof concrete 99
waterproof layers 32

basic property 32
bituminous membranes 33–36,

34–35
polymer-bitumen membranes 36
polymer membranes 36–37
short history 32–33

waterproof mortars 98
water puddles 312, 314, 314, 316, 460
watertight encasement inside 97–98, 98
watertight encasement outside 98–99, 99
well foundation 59–60, 60
well point drainage 53, 53
wet one-brick masonry wall 178
whole-wall thermal transmittance 169,

170, 494
wind-driven rain

cavity walls 228–233
concrete panels 255
floors 121–122
heavyweight masonry 151
insulation, inside 173–178
insulation, outside 193–195
outer walls 143
sheet-metal options 260
timber frame construction 496–498
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window frames 169, 206, 448, 452
made of different materials 450
thermal transmittance 456

windows
airtightening window reveal 241, 241
bay 505
dormer 347, 368, 371, 371, 460, 460
dual frame and twofold windows 463,

463
equivalent thermal transmittance as

mandated 455
fitting 451
fronts 469
with small subdivisions 457
surface 454
timber window 448, 451, 453

windows and outer doors
airtightness 452
building physics: acoustics 463–464
durability 464–465
fire safety 465
frame materials 448–450
frame sections and glass mounting

450–451
maintenance and safety at use 466
moisture tolerance 460

interstitial condensation 463
rain 460–461
surface condensation 461–462

solar shading 458, 458, 459
outer glass pane 459

structural safety 451–452
technology

roller and folding shutters 466–467,
467, 467

solar shading 468
trickle vents 468–469
vinyl, aluminium and steel frames

466
wooden frames 466

thermal bridging 463
thermal transmittance 452–457
types 448, 449

wind pressure classes 460, 461
wind speed 104, 346, 346, 361, 364
wind suction on low-slope roofs 283,

284, 285
wood 448–449, 450
wood-based panel clad 204, 204
wooden frames 466
workmanship inaccuracies 528, 530,

530, 532, 533

x
XPS see extruded polystyrene (XPS)

z
zinc 379, 379








